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Uniform Fiduciary Standards of Care  

 
• Know Standard, laws, and trust provisions 

 

• Diversify Assets to specific risk/return profile 

 

• Prepare investment policy statement 

 

• Use “prudent experts” (money managers) and document due diligence 

 

• Control and account for investment expenses 

 

• Monitor the activities of “prudent experts” 

 

• Avoid conflicts of interest and prohibited transactions 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

A Message from the Chairman 

 

 

Dear People of the Commonwealth,  

In compliance with Article XI, Section 6(e), of the Northern Mariana 

Islands Constitution, we, the Trustees of the Marianas Public Land 

Trust (MPLT) submit the 2021 Annual Report on MPLT’s operations, 

and investments of monies received from the Department of Public 

Land (DPL) pursuant to the NMI Constitution. 

Please go through this report for more information on MPLT’s 

performance of its operations, and investments.  For updates, please visit our website at 

www.mplt.gov.mp.  

With this report is MPLT’s FY 2021 Audited Financial Statements, which is in accordance 

with the government auditing standards. 

The Trustees are held to strict fiduciary duties and responsibilities and continue to fulfill their 

duties diligently to comply with the mandate of the Constitution.  

Respectfully submitted,  

 

 
Martin B. Ada, AIFA®  
Chairman, MPLT    
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OVERVIEW 

The Marianas Public Land Trust (MPLT) was 

established by the Northern Marianas Constitution under 

Article XI, Section 6, for the purpose of making prudent 

investments of the revenue received from public lands 

leases that the Marianas Public Land corporation 

(MPLC) or its successor entities, now the Department of 

Public Lands (DPL) transferred to MPLT, pursuant to 

Section 5(g) and Section 6(b) of the said Article XI (see 

table).  The original lease of public lands by MPLC 

funding MPLT was per Article VIII, Section 803 of the 

Covenant.  MPLT invested these funds prudently within 

its established guidelines and policy.  

 Although, MPLT has received $53,460,053 from 

MPLC or its successor entities, MPLT is of the opinion 

that the method used to compute the annual distributions 

does not comply with the provisions of the Constitution 

and additional monies are owed. 

DPL has inappropriately “reserved” their fund 

balance to avoid distributing the annual funds as required 

by the Constitution.  This finding has been supported by 

two Attorney Generals’ opinions, summarized as 

follows: 

AG Opinion 2013-02, dated April 8, 2013, states: 

DPL owes MPLT all revenue generated from 

public lands that is not appropriated to it pursuant to its annual budget.  DPL also owes 

MPLT an accounting to verify that the proper sums are transferred.  DPL must transfer 

these excess funds on a yearly basis. 
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AG Opinion 18-03, dated October 15, 2018, states: 

The question of this opinion is whether the Legislature may appropriate to DPL 

supplemental funding more than the original budget amount allocated to DPL for fiscal 

year 2018?  The answer is “no” as all revenues generated from public lands less the 

operational expenses have to be transferred to MPLT.  Any statue or regulation that would 

deprive MPLT of the revenue from public lands violated the Constitution. 

DPL’s practice of underspending its budget and understating of its estimated revenues has 

resulted in a growing fund balance. DPL justifies maintaining this significant balance to 

fund future homestead development, subsequent year’s approved budget, and other matters 

to be funded in the future.   

Notwithstanding the DPL transfers that have been made to MPLT, more funding must be 

transferred as the funds in the DPL Operations Fund has grown substantially from the 

additional revenues collected more than estimates and underspending of amounts 

appropriated.  DPL has no legal authority to retain excess revenue.  

Conclusion states that “supplemental appropriation to DPL may not be made from 

unobligated and unencumbered prior fiscal year balances”.  Those balances are public land 

funds that must be transferred to MPLT.  

Since MPLT has not received any financial reporting from DPL for FY 2021, no receivable accrual 

has been made for this year.  Any additional funds for FY 2021 received from DPL because of its 

audit will be recognized in FY 2022. 

Additionally, on October 4, 2010, the Commonwealth Supreme Court rendered its opinion, 

Supreme Court N. 2009-SCC-0041-CQU, Slip Opinion, which found P.L. 16-31 unconstitutional 

as it infringes upon MPLT’s constitutionally mandated functions of receiving and investing the 

revenues from public lands for the benefit of people of Northern Marianas Descent.  It states that 

any attempt by Legislature to appropriate funds from public land revenue before they reach MPLT 

infringes on Article XI, §6.  While DPL’s current practice is to withhold operating expenses from 

the moneys generated through the management and disposition of public lands before transferring 

the money to MPLT, the authority for doing so is no longer constitutionally operative and the 

authority for doing so must exist elsewhere. 
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MPLT has had a history of communicating with DPL as to their failure to remit the correct 

annual distribution.  Failure to turn over the correct fund balance each fiscal year is a clear violation 

of DPL’s fiduciary duty.  This breach for FY 2021 and for prior years has resulted in losses of 

distributable net income to the CNMI General Fund.   

For the past 38 years, MPLT has transferred to the general revenues of the Commonwealth 

the amount of $67,108,222, which the legislature appropriated for various public programs, such 

as, the Public School System, Department of Public Safety, Department of Public Works, 

Commonwealth Health Center (CHC), etc….  And, over the last 31 years, MPLT has disbursed 

the amount of $6,916,163 to the American Memorial Park, in accordance with Article XI, Section 

6(d) of the Northern Mariana Islands Constitution for the maintenance and development of the 

American Memorial Park.  

In addition to the direct distributions to the Commonwealth General Fund, MPLT makes 

local investments, which benefits the whole community.  Without such support, the various CNMI 

agencies would have suffered financially.  The following are a list of such investments: 

DATE INVESTMENT DESCRIPTION PURPOSE AMOUNT 

2001 Northern Marianas Housing Corporation Long Term Mortgage Financing $10,000,000 

2002 APLE 
Non-profit NMD Student Tuition 

Program 
$154,924 

2008 Commonwealth Utilities Corporation Secure Stand-by Generators $3,500,000 

2011 Commonwealth General Fund 
Payment of Utility bills and other 

operating cost 
$4,000,000 

2012 Commonwealth Healthcare Corporation Line of Credit to sustain operations $3,000,000 

2012 Commonwealth Healthcare Corporation Electronic Health Records $328,655 

2014 Commonwealth General Fund 
CUC Stipulated Orders per Federal 

Court Judgement 
$5,000,000 

2016 Tinian Mayor’s Office Federal Judicial Judgement $1,349,368 

2019 Commonwealth General Fund 
Typhoon Yutu FEMA related 

expenditures 
$15,000,000 

The mortgage financing program established with the Northern Marianas Housing 

Corporation failed, which caused MPLT to foreclose on the loan portfolio.  As a result, MPLT has 

been managing these loans with the goal of recovery of its principal.  Individual mortgage loan 

foreclosures have occurred.  The resulting foreclosed houses are being sold based on the appraised 
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value to NMD persons (SHIP).  This program allows NMD’s the opportunity to secure a home at 

very favorable terms.  

The Trustees acknowledge that public lands belong collectively to persons of Northern 

Marianas descent, (Article XI, Section 1 of the Northern Mariana Islands Constitution); therefore, 

MPLT is expected to provide the revenues derived from public lands for programs directly 

benefiting person of Northern Mariana descent.  However, Article XI, Section 6(b) and (d) of the 

Northern Mariana Islands Constitution mandate the Trustees to make reasonable, careful, and 

prudent investments and the interest revenues therefrom to be transferred to the general revenues 

of the Commonwealth.  
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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
 

The Marianas Public Land Trust (MPLT) performance return of 21.4% for FY 2021 was 

an outstanding growth compared to last year’s return of 5.8%.  MPLT did comply with its blended 

policy target of 18.92% and surpassed its annualized policy index of 6.30%.  In 2021, the Trust’s 

net assets increased by $22,941,526.  This increase in the net assets for 2021 was primarily due to 

the increased investment valuations. This shows that 

MPLT has been meeting the targeted return for the 

asset allocation in accordance with its Investment 

Policy Statement (IPS).  This indicates that the 

Trustees are closely monitoring the performance of 

MPLT’s money managers and implementing a sound 

asset allocation strategy and policy.  

The investment revenue (interest & dividends) 

for 2021 was $2,740,012 as compared to 2020 of 

$3,258,240.  The net capital gains for 2021 investment 

strategies did perform better than 2020.  This was due 

to the much-improved U.S. economy.  The 

expectations for 2021 initially were incredibly positive 

until the crisis of the pandemic caused the World 

economies to crash.  But due to the Federal Reserve pumping massive liquidity into the economy, 

the stock market did perform better than expected.  

MPLT’s investment time horizon is long term, and while investment cycles of three to five 

years may reflect volatility, the Trustees anticipate being able to continue adding value to the 

portfolio in accordance with their investment strategy, as well as to continue to provide reliable 

distributions to the general revenue of the Commonwealth. 

A review of the Analysis of Investment Returns (Table 1) for 2021 through 2017 

indicates an average realized and unrealized capital gains (losses) of $5,809,544. Average overall 

return for the last five years for the active portfolio is 8.49%. 

Annual rates of return taken alone do 

not present an accurate picture of 

investment performance. Investment 

performance must be analyzed 

consecutively for a range of three to five 

years. This is because money managers 

do not try to time market fluctuations 

caused by short-term interest rate 

changes and other economic factors.  

Their goal is to analyze market cycles to 

be fully invested when markets are in an 

up-swing pattern.  Trying to outguess 

the market in the short term will not yield 

continuous portfolio growth over the 

years.  Instead added risk and volatility 

will mark performance negatively 

resulting in average yields below the 

historical trends.
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Additionally, the Analysis of Asset Class Yields (Table 2) shows that not all the asset 

classes per the Investment Policy Statement met their benchmarks, with the exception of 

Alternatives. Due to varying factors which include the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, the 

portfolio was unable perform to their respective benchmarks.  Despite these hardships, the 

investment income (interest and dividends) for the Trust totaled $2,740,012 allowing for 

significant distributions to the respective beneficiaries, i.e., GF -$1,542,440, PF - $0.00 

MARIANAS PUBLIC LAND TRUST 

ANALYSIS of ASSET CLASS YIELDS – TABLE 2 

Asset Class 
Weighted 

Yields 
Weighted Benchmarks 

Yields 

US Equity 32.5% 32.5% 

International w/ Emerging Markets 18.4% 23.9% 

Fixed Income 9.8% 10.2% 

Alternatives 25.5% 23.7% 

Diversified Local Investments 6.4% N/A [1] 

1 No suitable “benchmark” for Diversified Local Investments. 

2021 2020 2019 2018 2017

Five 

Year 

Average

Interest Income $1,712,337 $2,098,382 $2,165,587 $1,782,661 $1,602,960 $1,872,385 

Dividends 1,027,673 1,159,858 1,567,218 1,366,458 1,281,405 1,280,522 

Realized Capital Gains (Losses 10,833,796 1,076,583 625,757 281,109 1,245,542 $2,812,557 

Unrealized Capital Gains (Losses) 6,607,170 1,958,499 1,631,966 1,706,632 3,080,667 2,996,987

TOTALS: $20,180,976 $6,293,322 $5,990,528 $5,136,860 $7,210,574 $4,926,257

MPLT Return on Total Investment 16.94% 5.84% 5.74% 5.86% 8.09% 8.49%

MPLT Return on Managed Investments 21.39% 6.32% 5.22% 5.67% 8.38% 9.40%

Performance Benchmarks:

S&P 500 30.00% 15.15% 4.25% 17.91% 18.61% 17.18%

S&P Barra Growth 28.86% 30.64% 3.25% 25.21% 19.90% 21.57%

S&P Barra Value 32.02% -2.68% 5.56% 10.06% 16.47% 12.29%

Bloomberg US Aggregate* -0.90%

91 Day T-Bills 0.06% 1.02% 2.36% 1.57% 0.65% 1.13%

Consumer Price Index 5.39% 1.37% 1.71% 1.90% 2.23% 2.52%

Weighted Average Per Target Allocation 18.92% 3.98% 7.57% 3.15% 3.89% 7.50%

*Barclays and Bloomberg merged; Indices is now "Bloomberg US Aggregate*

ANALYSIS OF INVESTMENT RETURNS - Table 1

Barclays Aggregated Bond 6.98% 10.30% -1.22% 0.07% 3.23%
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Another means to review MPLT’s historical return performance is to chart its annual rate 

of return since inception as compared to various indices.  The Market Performances Cumulative 

Returns (Chart 1) is an example of this type of analysis.  It assumes an original investment of $100 

made in 1983 with the annual investment returns re-invested.  

 

MPLT’s annual rate of return is charted along with the annual returns for the following indices:   

 

a) S&P 500 Index, b) S&P BARRA Growth Index, c) S&P BARRA Value Index, d) 

Barclay’s Aggregate Bond Index), 91-Day T-Bills Index, and f) Consumers’ Price Index.  

 

The Market Performance Cumulative Returns (Chart 1) reveals that MPLT has performed well 

since inception, earning a cumulative return to grow an assumed investment of $100 to $2,218, 

as compared to the S&P 500, S&P 500 Growth, and the S&P 500 Value, all of which grew to a 

range of $4,754 to $6,719 (note the chart reveals the downward trend of equities for 2001, 2002, 

2008, 2011 and 2015 and upward trend from 2016 to current).  The fixed income benchmark 

Bloomberg US Aggregate Bond index cumulatively decreased to $1,223.  Based upon our 

targeted asset allocation of approximately 34% to equities, 31% to fixed income, and 35% to 

alternatives, we compare very favorably to the market performances.  Since MPLT is obligated 

to transfer its interest income to the general revenue of the Commonwealth, it chooses to invest 

mostly in fixed income instead of investing solely in equities.   
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An overview of MPLT’s historical returns on investment since its inception, illustrated in 

the Comparison of Returns on Investment (see chart 2) shows the positive and negative rates of 

annual rate of return for each year. The average annual return rate for the years 1988 through 2021 

was 8.4%, as compared to 1984 through 1987 and a portion of 1988, was 11.6%. This is indicative 

of MPLT’s money managers performing to meet the 6.30% Total Return Index in MPLT’s 

Investment Policy Statement.  Also, professional money management has been able through the 

equity portfolio to add value and increase the principal fund since 1988.  
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MPLT has added $76.9 million to the principal contributions received from MPLC and its 

successor entities for a 244% gain.  This more than doubling of the principal fund has been 

accomplished during the last thirty-eight years. The principal Fund Grown Curve (see Chart 3) 

illustrates the increasing investment base derived from 

capital gains which are allocable to principal and are not 

subject to distribution.  The blue portion of the chart 

represents the original principal contribution received from 

MPLC, or its successor entities, now DPL, while the red 

portion is the value added (appreciation) to the portfolio, 

because of MPLT’s investment strategy and policy.  A 

further review of Chart 3 reveals the loss of value occurring 

in the years 1994, 2001, 2002, 2008, 2011, and 2015.  It also 

demonstrates the recovery occurring in years 1995, 2003, 

2005 through 2017, and 2012 through 2021.  This is a testament of the investment policy and 

asset allocation to equities instituted by the Trustees and their investment consultants.  Without 

an equity allocation, MPLT would not have been able to achieve this growth.  It also shows that 

by reducing the equity allocation in favor of current income, MPLT will not be able to sustain 

this rate of growth as capital gains as portion of the total revenues will be less. 
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MPLT’s principal fund, for both 

the General and Park, is 

currently $130 million.  This 

balance is 2.4 times more than 

the original principal 

contributions received from 

MPLC, etc. This principal growth 

has occurred while making 

cumulative distributions of $74 

million since inception.  
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There are trade-offs between capital appreciation and investment earnings.  The annual 

Gross Investment Earnings (Chart 4) indicates when MPLT started to enjoy larger annual rates of 

return and increased capital growth, due to the implementation of the managed portfolio, MPLT 

investment earnings declined.  This is to be expected, and to properly 

analyze performance, all the components of annual return must be 

considered (investment earnings, i.e., interest and dividends, as well 

as realized capital gains (losses) and investment appreciation). 

   

 To achieve high rates of return and meet the “uniform 

prudent investor” standards, the Trustees through their investment 

consultant, retains money managers, who are experts in their fields of 

investment focus for the following asset classes: Large Cap Value, 

Large Cap Core, Emerging Markets, High Yield Fixed Income, 

International Fixed Income, Alternatives, and Core Fixed 

Income. The table below denotes the asset allocation per money 

manager:  

The asset allocation for 2021 for the General Fund and the 

Park Fund was large cap core at 14%, large cap value at 14%, international and emerging markets 

at 6%, fixed income at 31%, and alternative investments at 35%. 

MONEY MANAGERS ASSET CLASS ASSET ALLOCATION 

  GENERAL FUND PARK  

FUND 

ARISTOTLE CAPITAL 

MANAGEMENT 

US EQUITY 14.01 % 13.72 % 

ATALANTA SOSNOFF CAPITAL, LLC US EQUITY 14.00 % 13.70 % 

LAZARD ASSET MANAGEMENT INTERNATIONAL 

EQUITY 

5.24 % 5.74 % 

WESTERN ASSET MANAGEMENT FIXED INCOME 19.38 % 21.61 % 

CHARTWELL INVESTMENT 

PARTNERS 

FIXED INCOME 15.02 % 10.10 % 

LAZARD ASSET MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVE 

INVESTMENTS 

6.96 % 6.88 % 

BLACKROCK ISHARES ALTERNATIVE 

INVESTMENTS 

2.77 % 2.76 % 

ADELANTE CAPITAL 

MANAGEMENT 

ALTERNATIVE 

INVESTMENTS 

11.5 % 11.36 % 

SSI INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVE 

INVESTMENTS 

9.62 % 12.64 % 

BLACKSTONE GROUP ALTERNATIVE 

INVESTMENTS 

1.46 % 1.49 % 
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 MPLT pays its money managers annually from 25 to 75 basis points (100 basis points 

equals 1%) of the value of the monies they manage, the incremental annual gain is more than 

justified.  To do otherwise would be a breach of our fiduciary duty and would be contradictory to 

modern portfolio theory.  

 

 An analysis of the Historical Administrative Expenses, (Chart 5) reveals an update of 

MPLT historical administrative expenses since inception.  The 2021 administrative expenses 

increased by $11,949 as compared to the amount in 2020, which was due to increase in salaries, 

money management administration, consultancy fees, office expenses, professional fees, trustee 

expenses, and utilities.  
 

 
  

 

Another way of looking at the effectiveness of our investment policies is to compare our 

administrative expenses each year since inception to the total Trust assets (using fair market 

valuation).  The Comparison of Administrative Expenses as a Percentage of Assets (Chart 6) 

illustrates the progression and growth of our administrative expenses (red line) over the years, 

which reached their highest level in 2019.  Administrative expenses have remained relatively the 

same for the past 5 years.  The blue line of the chart depicts the annual administrative expenses as 
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a percentage of MPLT’s total assets.  This percentage is expressed in basis points (100 bp equals 

1%).  This line shows the cost of running MPLT as compared to the growth of our investment 

program.  It is the goal of the Trust to continue the trend of lowering the rate of administrative 

expenses over the coming years in relation to the asset level.  Over the past thirty-eight years, the 

Trust has spent $24,872,014 for administrative expenses to create $78,414,640 new assets while 

at the same time distributing $67,108,222 to the Commonwealth and $6,916,163 to the American 

Memorial Park. 
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INVESTMENT POLICY STATEMENT 
 

 The MPLT Trustees are fiduciaries.  Their role is to provide the essential management of 

the investment process, without which the other components of the investment plan cannot be 

defined, implemented, or evaluated.  

 

 The Trustees are responsible for the general management of MPLT’s assets. 
 

Their key tasks are: 

a) Determining the portfolio’s mission and objective. 

b) Choosing an appropriate asset allocation strategy. 

c) Establishing explicit written investment policies consistent with the objectives. 

d) Selecting investment managers to implement the investment policy; and  

e) Monitoring investment results 
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 To accomplish these key tasks, the Trustees worked with their professional staff, attorney, 

and investment consultants to prepare an Investment Policy Statement (IPS).  This helps the 

Trustees to effectively supervise, monitor, and evaluate MPLT’s investment assets.  The IPS was 

prepared based upon considerations by the Trustees of the financial implications of a wide range 

of policies and describes the prudent investment process which the Trustees deem appropriate.  

Studies have been made of the factors or elements of the investment process which affect total 

return variation.  Of these elements, the investment portfolio time horizon and the asset allocation 

are the most important and have the greatest effect on portfolio returns.  The selection of money 

managers and their stock selections typically have the least impact on return variation. 

 

The Decision’s Hierarchy graphic illustrates this reality very well. 

 

 

  

Since 1988, the asset allocation strategy has changed from what can best be described as a 

“balanced” investment focus.  Subsequently, the asset allocation has been amended to replace and 

add new asset classes to increase income and preserve capital.  The prior annual reports provide 

more detailed information on such amendments.     
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The asset allocation for 2021 for the General Fund and the Park Fund was large cap core 

at 14%, large cap value at 14%, international and emerging markets at 6%, fixed income at 31%, 

convertible bonds at 7%, global infrastructure at 15%, real estate investment trusts (reits) at 10% 

and private equity at 3%. 

 

The Historical Asset Investment Allocations (chart 7) 

illustrates MPLT’s asset allocation as reflected in the IPS as of 

September 30, 2020. It also shows how the value of the 

investments has improved since 2002 and its decline in 2010 due 

to the payment of the “recovered interest” to the CNMI general 

fund and the loss of value to the portfolio that continued for FY 

2011 due to the poor performing equity market, in addition, the 

loss of MPLT’s investment on the Northern Marianas Housing 

Corporation (NMHC) from the housing project for person of 

Northern Marianas descent, and the APLE 501, a parent-student 

scholarship program established on Rota in 2002. These two 

investments are classified as non-performing.  
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INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICE 

 

One of the most important 

decisions the fiduciary has to 

manage is the determination 

of the time horizon. Based on 

the time horizon, the fiduciary 

then can determine which 

asset classes can be 

appropriately considered; 

what the allocation should be 

between the selected asset 

classes; whether there 

should be an allocation made 

among sub-asset classes; 

and, finally, which money 

managers or mutual funds 

should be retained to 

manage each asset class. 
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TRUST PRINCIPAL PARK FUND

MPLC, etc. distributions to MPLT $2,000,000

FY 1988 (30,599)

FY 1989 256,014

FY 1990 66,172

FY 1991 193,433

FY 1992 564,709

FY 1993 245,330

FY 1994 427,715

FY 1995 1,040,133

FY 1996 156,938

FY 1997 1,353,347

FY 1998 219,979

FY 1999 684,403

FY 2000 204,038

FY 2001 (243,638)

FY 2002 (502,754)

FY 2003 367,771

FY 2004 143,775

FY 2005 278,565

FY 2006 178,242

FY 2007 572,512

FY 2008 (821,534)

FY 2008 NMHC restatement -

FY 2009 360,171

FY 2010 307,424

FY 2011 (272,104)

FY 2012 679,855

FY 2013 94,163

FY 2014 476,658

FY 2015 (586,325)

FY 2016 3,402,548 581,942

FY 2017 4,537,953 423,090

FY 2018 2,639,862 214,214

FY 2019 2,116,688 141,035

FY 2020 2,669,137 365,945

FY 2021 20,570,494 1,838,539

CHANGES IN PRINCIPAL FUND BALANCES

Net increase (decrease) in 

net assets:

145,026

(791,186)

GENERAL FUND

$46,491,986

NMHC interest appropriated 

to principal 5,209,055

3,583,364

7,008,118

1,764,253

2,155,083

1,054,744

(2,677,203)

(659,379)

1,099,866

3,323,619

2,036,236

1,422,710

4,729,962

(7,182,246)

(4,100,000)

3,220,183

2,633,849

(3,347,697)

3,984,081

(3,055,198)

2,955,539

3,396,385

4,156,017

(1,221,013)

4,742,997

1,750,856

3,048,420

(4,393,883)

      TOTAL                                                                                $118,421,226 $11,979,158
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FINANCIAL BENEFITS 

 The financial benefits provided to the 

Commonwealth by the Trust consist of direct 

distribution of income and capital growth to its 

investment portfolio.  The large capital equity 

market for 2021 did add value to the portfolio as 

money manager performance exceeded their 

benchmarks. 

MPLT’s 2021 General Fund distribution 

was $1,542,440 for a total of $67,108,222 since 

inception being distributed to the Commonwealth 

General Fund (See Table). 

Also, the Park Fund did not make a 

distribution to benefit the American Memorial Park 

as the loan to the Commonwealth Development 

Authority and American Memorial Park 

(CDA/AMP) was paid off.  This loan was 

originally made to fund development projects in 

the part.  This makes a total of $6,916,163, which 

has been distributed to fund projects at the 

American Memorial Park (See Table). 

 

1.  Tennis Courts $242,770 

2.  400 Meter Track 15,000

3.  Grandstand 2,200

4.  Bike Path 47,750

5.  American Memorial Pavilion 603,362

6.  Park Maintenance 1,289,154

7.  AMP World War II Memorial 493,248

8.  Parking Lot and Paving 165,601

9.  Concession Room and Other 

Facilities
76,741

10. AMP Underground Utilities 142,927

11. AMP Mall Landscaping 139,068

12. Engineering, Survey & Mapping    

Services
15,000

13. Schematic Master Plan 13,435

14. Lighting Bike/Jogging Trail 62,800

16. Tennis Courts – upgrades 375,711

3,166,396

Total:

FY 1991 – 2020

15. A&E for the Cultural/Visitors 

Center &       Memorial Gardens
65,000

17. Debt service on CDA/AMP loan 

for Cultural/Visitors Center & 

Memorial Gardens

$6,916,163 

American Memorial Park Development Projects
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$48,491,986

$7,288,727

FY 1984

FY 1985

FY 1986

FY 1987

FY 1988

FY 1989

FY 1990

FY 1991 $171,248 

FY 1992 140,160

FY 1993 973,825

FY 1994 294,410

FY 1995 28,853

FY 1996 376,219

FY 1997 201,437

FY 1998 164,868

FY 1999 82,110

FY 2000 148,335

FY 2001 95,321

FY 2002 269,855

FY 2003 165,294

FY 2004 387,119

FY 2005 294,713

FY 2006 274,075

FY 2007 208,917

FY 2008 218,572

FY 2008 Restatement ----

FY 2009 219,768

FY 2010 206,489

FY 2011 208,955

FY 2012 251,461

FY 2013 540,130

FY 2014 143,411

FY 2015 224,944

FY 2016 1,331,248 FY 2016 137,167

FY 2017 1,636,226 FY 2017 174,188

FY 2018 1,840,206 FY 2018 198,825

FY 2019 2,265,081 FY 2019 115,494

FY 2020 2,009,929 FY 2020 0

FY 2021 1,542,440 FY 2021 0

Total: $6,916,163

.

$372,564

1,862,401 FY 2015

$67,108,222

Total income Available for Future Distribution

1,894,921 FY 2012

1,908,000 FY 2013

844,111 FY 2014

2,013,563 FY 2009

1,625,996 FY 2010

2,248,926 FY 2011

2,228,048 FY 2007

2,219,596 FY 2008

4,100,000

1,308,788 FY 2004

1,064,661 FY 2005

1,379,989 FY 2006

1,982,714 FY 2001

1,690,569 FY 2002

1,206,139 FY 2003

1,420,000 FY 1998

1,566,931 FY 1999

1,600,594 FY 2000

1,191,602 FY 1995

1,560,522 FY 1996

1,461,200 FY 1997

707,863 FY 1992

534,953 FY 1993

763,298 FY 1994

1,349,138

1,721,670

1,032,690 FY 1991

2,507,825

2,543,529

3,098,924

$1,348,293 

2,495,638

$2,000,000

INVESTMENT INCOME

LESS EXPENSES OF ADMINISTRATION

(money management fees, professional fees, contractual services, etc)

Income Distributed to CNMI General Fund Distributable Net Income

GENERAL FUND PRINCIPAL INVESTED PARK FUND PRINCIPAL INVESTED

$46,491,986

GROSS PUBLIC LAND LEASE REVENUES FLOWCHART

PUBLIC LANDS REVENUES   Received by MPLC, MPLA & DPL.

LESS EXPENSES of ADMINISTRATION

(general and administration, homestead program and comprehensive master planning)

EQUALS NET DISTRIBUTION TO MPLT from MPLC, et. al.
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FY 2021 FINANCIAL SUMMARY 

GENERAL FUND 

 

 The Investment Policy Statement asset allocation for 2021 maintains a broad asset 

allocation of 34% to equities, 31% to fixed income, and 35% to alternatives.  This approach 

maintains current income while keeping an option to grow the principal investment base.  The 

current asset allocation is reflected in the General Fund Asset Investment Allocation (Chart 6). 

 

 The overall asset investment base for 2021 was $117,889,178, increasing by $19,921,382 

from 2020 amount due to capital gains and appreciation. 
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FY 2021 FINANCIAL SUMMARY 

AMERICAN MEMORIAL PARK 

 The Investment Policy Statement asset allocation for 2021 is the same as the General Fund, 

except there are no local investments.  The allocation will provide sufficient income to support the 

maintenance and development of the American Memorial Park (AMP).  While this approach 

provides current income, it also enhances the option to grow the principal investment Allocation 

(Chart 9). 

 

 The overall asset investment base for 2021 was $12,367,105 increasing by $1,949,182 from 

the 2020 amount. 
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FIDUCIARY DUTY and PRUDENT PROCESS 

  

The Northern Mariana Islands Constitution 

requires the Trustees to “…make reasonable, careful 

and prudent investments” and holds them to 

“…strict standards of fiduciary care”.  In adhering to 

such practices, the Trustees works with their key staff, 

professional consultants, and attorney in the exercise 

of their fiduciary responsibilities.  As a fiduciary, the 

Trustees have personal liability for their acts if they do 

not meet the concepts of the Prudent Process.  

 

 Fiduciary liability in not determined by 

investment performance, but rather by the failure to 

apply “prudent investment practices”. 

  

The Trustees, through their fiduciary studies 

and trainings of the application of these Practices helps 

them to manage and make prudent investment 

decisions for the Trust.   

 

 The Prudent Process is described through the 

Five Step Investment Management Process as shown 

in Chart 14.  The Uniform Fiduciary Standards of 

Care are legislated standards that when applied with the 

Five Step Investment Management Process frames the 

Prudent Investment Process.  
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A further discussion of the Practices is as follows: 

 

Step 1 – Analyze Current Position 

Investments are managed in accordance with applicable laws, 

trust documents, and written policy statements. 

 

▪ Fiduciaries are aware of their duties and 

responsibilities.  

▪ Fiduciaries and parties in interest are not involved in 

self-dealing. 

▪ Service agreements and contracts are in writing, and do 

not contain provisions that conflict with fiduciary 

standards of care.  

▪ There is documentation to show timing and distribution 

of cash flows and the payment of liabilities.  

▪ Assets are within the jurisdiction of U.S. courts and are 

protected from theft and embezzlement. 
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Step 2 – Diversity – Allocate Portfolio 

▪ A risk level has been identified.  

▪ An expected, modeled return to meet investment 

objectives has been identified. 

▪ An investment time horizon has been identified. 

▪ Selected asset classes are consistent with the 

identified risk, return, and time horizon. 

▪ The number of asset classes is consistent with 

portfolio size. 

 

 

Step 3 – Formalize Investment Policy 

▪ There is detail to implement a specific strategy. 

▪ The investment policy statement defines the duties 

and responsibilities of all parties involved. 

▪ The investment policy statement defines 

diversification and rebalancing guidelines. 

▪ The investment policy statement defines due 

diligence criteria for selecting investment options. 

▪ The investment policy statement defines 

monitoring criteria for investment options and 

service vendors. 

▪ The investment policy statement defines 

procedures for controlling and accounting for 

investment expenses.  

▪ The investment policy statement defines 

appropriately structured, socially responsible 

investment strategies (when applicable). 
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Step 4 – Implement Policy 

▪ The investment strategy is implemented in 

compliance with the required level of prudence.  

▪ The fiduciary is following applicable “Safe 

Harbor” provisions (when elected).  

▪ Investment vehicles are appropriate for the 

portfolio size. 

▪ A due diligence process is followed in selecting 

service providers, including the custodian. 

 

Step 5 – Monitor and Supervise 

▪ Periodic reports compare investment performance 

against an appropriate index peer group, and IPS 

objectives.  

▪ Periodic reviews are made of qualitative and/or 

organizational changes of investment decision-

makers.  

▪ Control procedures are in place to periodically 

review policies for best execution, soft dollars, 

and proxy voting. 

▪ Fees for investment management are consistent 

with agreements and with the law. 

▪ Finder’s fees, “12b-1 fees, or other forms of 

compensation that have been paid for asset 

placements are appropriately applied, utilized, 

and documented. 

 

We are currently performing step 5 of the investment process performing rebalancing.  The 

process of rebalancing of the portfolio realigns it back to the strategic asset allocation formalized 

in the IPS.  The asset mix will change because of rising values in the portfolio.  Rebalancing 

controls risk and force the portfolio to move along a predetermined course.  It is through the 

overall procedural process that the Trust maintains its financial integrity.   
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Due to the technical nature of professional investing, the Board of Trustees and staff must maintain 

a level of proficiency in the technical concepts of investing and money management. The following 

are the money management activities and seminars attended in 2021.  

DATE CONFERENCE ATTENDEES LOCATION 

 
October 17 – 20, 

2021 

 
67th Annual IFEBP 

Conference 

Maria T. Pangelinan, Trustee 
Barbara Reyes, Administrator 
Lillian Guerrero, Admin. Assist 

Marissa Aflleje-Sablan, 
Admin/fiscal Assist. 

 
Denver, Colorado 

 

 

 

__________________________ 
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The references used in this section of the 2021 Annual Report were taken from the Prudent Investment Practices, A 

Handbook for Investment Fiduciaries, written and published by the Foundation for Fiduciary Studies, 

www.cfstudies.com, © 2003 Foundation for Fiduciary Studies. 

STAFF 

 

     

BARBARA REYES, AIF®            LILLIAN GUERRERO 

                        Administrator             Administrative Assistant 

 

 

 

CONSULTANTS AND LEGAL SERVICES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   BRUCE M. MACMILLAN             ROBERT T. TORRES 

           Board Consultant                     Legal Counsel 
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ASIA PACIFIC GROUP OF RAYMOND JAMES 

INVESTMENT CONSULTANT 
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The Trustees solicit professional services for the management of its assets, the development 

and maintenance of a dynamic investment policy, the supervision and evaluation of investment 

managers, as well as auditing and asset custodial services. 

 The Money Managers, selected by the Trustees, have sole responsibility for purchase and 

sale decisions for all investments under their control.  Should any manager fail to meet the goals 

or stay within the guidelines of the Trust’s investment policy, the trustees may initiate proceedings 

to determine the desirability of retaining the manager.  

 The Consultant is responsible for providing ongoing assistance to the Trustees in the 

supervision, retention and termination of the investment managers, the maintenance and updating 

of the investment policy, asset allocation decisions and other matters involving the investment of 

assets.  From 1988 through 1994, Merrill Lynch acted as the Trust’s investment consultant.  

Commencing March 1, 1985, Altamira Capital Corporation was retained to replace Merrill Lynch 

as investment consultant.  On February 18, 2004, the Trust hired Morgan Stanley Smith Barney to 

replace Altamira Capital.  On November 17, 2015, MSSB was replaced by Raymond James and 

Associates, Inc. (RJ).  RJ is the current portfolio consultant. 

 The Custodian of the funds is responsible for safekeeping all securities and cash, 

accounting for all cash flow and providing monthly statements.  Effective with the hiring of 

Morgan Stanley Smith Barney in February 2004, Smith Barney Citigroup became the custodian.  

The current Custodian of the securities is RJ.  Prior to this time, BNY Western Trust Company (a 

subsidiary of the Bank of New York) had been serving as custodian for all the Trust’s funds.  The 

Board of Trustees has also retained seven discretionary money management firms to manage the 

Trust’s investment portfolios – see below (stated at fair market value). 
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GENERAL FUND PARK FUND

ARISTOTLE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT RUSSELL 1000 VALUE $13,839,120 $1,649,607

ATALANTA SOSNOFF CAPITAL, LLC S&P 500 $13,550,036 $1,615,015

LAZARD ASSET MANAGEMENT MSCI ACWI ex USA $5,086,024 $680,251

WESTERN ASSET MANAGEMENT BLOOMBERG US AGGREGATE TR $19,364,751 $2,656,452

CHARTWELL INVESTMENT PARTNERS ICE BofA BB-B US High Yield Cash Pay TR $14,440,772 $1,185,344

LAZARD ASSET MANAGEMENT - 

GLOBAL INFRA
MSCI World Infrastructure USD Net $7,087,205 $853,889

BLACKROCK I-SHARES MSCI USA Infrastructure Index $2,798,275 $339,369

ADELANTE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, 

LLC
Wilshire REIT $11,566,969 $1,385,452

SSI INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT ICE BofA Convertibles Securities TR $9,514,252 $1,527,869

BLACKSTONE GROUP HFRI Fund of Funds Composite Index $1,486,621 $184,759

$16,164,685

$114,898,709 $12,078,006

POLICY INDEX
ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT

LOCAL INVESTMENTS

GRAND TOTAL

MONEY MANAGER
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